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Abstract—There are two major drawbacks in traditional 
software development process, to follow the database as the 
core of the software development pattern, it is difficult to 
achieve a high degree of flexibility of the system and meet 
the changing requirements of reconstruction. And domain 
software with complex business, there is no reasonable 
means to understand the needs of the system, and difficult to 
build a good business system to avoid the risk of change and 
upgrade reconstruction of the software, the system can not 
be fully respected business practice. In the process of the 
traditional software development, facing the complex 
business system requirements, due to the complexity of the 
business, it is repentant to make failure for perfect modeling 
mechanism of applications domain. As so, builded systems 
also lack the expansion needs for the business change, and in 
the development process often causing the disjoint in 

requirements, design and realization, confusing the whole 
system development process. This paper studies the strategy 
for building a platform based on Domain Driven Design, give 
the guidance scheme for realization of Domain analysis 
technology and the Domain Driven Design platform, and 
explores the roots of software process consistence on Domain 
Driven Design based platform. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Computer software technology has flourished 

development, and in the quality of software products, 
scalability, maintainability, flexibility and support 
secondary development put forward higher requirements. 
In traditional software development pattern, following the 
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database as the core building the system, this development 
pattern is difficult to guarantee the requirements of 
system’s flexibility and reconstruction change. Domain 
Driven Design(DDD) is a popular architecture model in 
present software development, DDD is based on Model-
Driven Design(MDD), and the model metadata 
representation of design elements as the core of the system, 
ensuring a high degree of flexibility of the system. At the 
same time, it follows use quick development Extreme 
Programming (XP) in DDD system software development 
process as the major developed method, ensuring the high 
efficiency in development process, and reducing the risk of 
the software. 

II. DOMAIN DRIVEN SPECIFICATION 
The biggest advantage of the DDD lies in its respects 

for the objective domain actual, making the whole 
software process to focus on business practical more, to 
achieve the consistency of the software process. 

A. Domain Model in DDD 
DDD uses Domain Model as the key element of driven 

system running, according to different realization ways the 
Domain Model can be divided into four models. 

 Blood loss model:  Domain Object is pure data 
models which only has read and write attributes, 
the business does not include in Domain Object, 
business implement is placed in the service layer. 
It is the easiest model; it can’t express the practical 
business usually. 

 Anemia model: In addition to express domain 
entity’s data attribute, it also includes some 
domain business logic which is not depended on 
Persistence operation, but these business logic are 
separated into service layer to deal. 

 Congestion model: Not exit business object, 
persistent operating business is all realized in 
domain object. This model is more conform to 
principle and standard of Object-Oriented, service 
layer is a very thin layer, just only encapsulates 
some transaction control logic, may be seen as the 
appearance of the domain layer. 

 Expanding blood model: All the data attribute and 
business logic, including the persistent logic, even 
the control logical are implemented in Expanding 
blood model. So it is not necessary for existing of 
the service layer in the DDD layered system which 
depends on this model, and layered system is also 
simplified to a certain extent. But responsible of 
this model are too scattered, which leading to 
instability and difficult maintenance. 

B. The core elements of DDD 
The key goal of DDD is using model-driven approach 

to guide the software model building and software 
development, DDD uses Domain Model as the key 
component to make the blueprint of system architecture. 
The model is very important in DDD, and Domain Model 
is the core of DDD. The model object in Domain Model is 
expressed by Entity, Value Object, Service, Aggregate, 
Repository, or Factory. 

 Entity. An entity is a class of objects that have 
separate identifier, the identifier’s responsibility is 

to distinguish the different entities, and the 
highlights of concerned on such objects are their 
properties. During the entire software life cycle, 
entity objects have continuity, the identifier to 
ensure that may maintain consistency for the state 
of entity. 

 Value Object.  The value object’s key concerned is 
not to explain what the object is, we can only care 
what attributes it has, and it is not has life cycle 
concept. 

 Service. In the business modeling process, there do 
not just modeling on entities and value objects, but 
also on behavioral modeling, modeling these 
behaviors in an independent component so-called 
service. The service is a generic concept usually be 
implemented in the service layer, may also be 
implemented in the model layer. . 

 Aggregate. To reduce system coupling, we 
modeling a set of objects with associated 
relationships to a larger object container, which is 
aggregate. Aggregate make these relationship limit 
its inner, which has evidence boundary with the 
external entities, services, value objects, and other 
aggregates, and so may reduce the complexity of 
the system. 

 Factory. Based on the object-oriented design 
principles that a single class with single 
responsibility, usually separate the building 
responsibility of the object, and the way is factory.  

 Repository. Constructed logic database repository 
resource library in the domain model layer, it is 
repository. Repository charge for the actual 
interaction between the system and the database, 
and so the domain model layer gained its rightful 
clarity and emphasis. 

III. DOMAIN ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY 
The domain analysis technology can comprehend and 

recognize the problem’s essence, in the process of the 
domain analysis, we need to pay attention to the main 
affects of the domain experts, and the earlier stage of the 
requirement analysis through domain experts to lead the 
whole requirement process. After requirement becomes 
clearer, it needs in-depth requirement analysis which based 
on the initial obtained results of the requirement needs, it is 
possible to obtain the static structure expressed by business 
domain, and the interaction between business, as well as 
lifer-cycle model of business object. 

A. Consistency of the language—DSL 
Using the technology of domain analysis, in order to 

make the business experts, domain experts and software 
experts use the same method to understand and 
communicate with each other in the whole requirement 
process, it needs to use common language to communicate. 
In fact, the programmer usually has errors for 
understanding the business semantics in requirement 
period, as well as changing the structure specific property 
of building system and existing the business original 
semantics distorted. Business domain experts finish 
defining for business, the technicians are in change of 
understanding this business semantics, and then define the 
semantics of the software, and follow-up of design and 
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development work. Two types of domain experts’ docking 
for work hard to avoid errors , if the process of defining 
the semantics of the software are also giving to business 
domain experts , the original business semantics will not 
be distorted. 

  United Model language (UML) is a consistent 
language for expressing the design building model, but for 
domain experts and business experts , UML is fairly 
strange . In order to avoiding the barrier on 
communication , we should design a requirement language 
system formed by nature language , which is in common 
use for business expects , domain experts and software 
experts , and it is the compromise for UML and nature 
language , this language called Domain-Specific Language 
(DSL) . DSL needs to build a complete set of language 
standard, and build the lexicon table for the language,  
reaching the intention of this domain language designer 
and user . 

B. Consistency of mark—Three Meta-Color Model 
  To be able to offer domain system design phase 

model layer domain model design support as possible, we 
propose Three Meta-Color Demand Model of needs 
analysis that will analyze the business are actually abstract 
entities business software systems in the field, the value of 
the object and domain service , and cards with three colors 
of the three requirements  described in the card object , 
articulate and consistent  way mark of this domain object 
model called the  Three Meta-Color Model . 

IV. DDD ARCHITECTURE LAYERED GUIDANCE 
SYSTEM 

Respecting domain objective business actually is 
following DDD architecture software system’s biggest 
advantage, there is putting forward four layer guide 
program in DDD architecture standard, the domain model 
layer is foundation stone for ensuring domain’s special. 
Any system and platform both have the design of the 
horizontal dimension and vertical dimension. Based on 
correspond between layer and view of responsible 
separation, domain model layer seems overstaffed, not 
well achieve seamless docking between layer , and there is 
not good to the layer development of the whole 
architecture system with a hierarchical architecture system 
standardization .  

This article has a comprehensive know about the 
weakness of traditional four layer DDD architecture 
standard, domain model as the foundation stone to design, 
putting forward a new DDD architecture layer guide 
system , shown as Fig .1. The new architecture system 
includes Presentation Layer , Control Layer , Application 
Service Layer , Domain Service Layer, Domain Model 
Layer and Basis Implement Layer six layers, and following 
the design principles as follows. The designing respect 
business reality, in favor of business changes and expand 
of system; 

System design for high-level abstraction, 
generalization is not chip face system design, design-
oriented common, design reflects modular, inter-module is 
highly aggregate, and the module is a low coupling. 

Jsp
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Figure 1. Layered DDD Architecture Guidance System

 Web IU Layer: Platform system and the window 
of user interaction, its design includes two aspects: 
Presentation Layer interface design and show logic 
design. Among them the show logic design in it 
need achieve separation between emerge and data, 

achieving emerge logic and business logic 
decouple absolutely. 

 Control Layer: This layer is adapting to the system 
to design that will be expanded in the future, along 
with business complexity and calculate function 
requirement’s improvement, the system need 
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server cluster configuration possibly one day. How 
to choose reasonable using server is a problem will 
be solved remain to platform, design the layer is 
main to go on using server’s route. 

 Application Service Layer: A very thin layer, to 
coordinate the activities if the application form 
relationships, is responsible for the whole system-
level application services, including in the form of 
control, and the existence of things in terms of 
control of the system. 

 Domain Service Layer: The main duty is 
controlling the use of domain model of domain 
model layer, we can understand it is domain model 
layer’s appearance, making the design for it loose 
coupling possibly, and easy to build domain model. 

 Domain Model Layer: The core layer of the 
architecture, the key is using iteration design 
thought to pick up and build domain model. 
According to the requirement to build original 
domain model, identify the obvious relationship 
between these domain models, and describe the 
domain conception of these domain models 
accurately. Analyzing the key business function of 
these domain models, separating which is model’s 
responsible and Application Service Layer’s 
responsible of domain conception expressed by 
domain model as far as possible. Drawing entities, 
the value of the object and domain service in 
original domain model, finding the border of the 
aggregate, and provide the repository for aggregate. 
Domain Model design need to follow facing 
abstract building model theory, adopting facing 
interface programming mode when achieve it, 
controlling the coupling between model layer’s 
inside model. Recommend to use Anemia model 
in the new architecture system, the class diagram 
of the domain object in the Domain Model Layer 
as follows. 

   Infrastructure Layer: Including support for the 
basic functions realization of the entire system 
architecture running, such as system control ORM 
framework persistence operation support system 
process-driven workflow and so on. 

+ORM_Operation()

<<元类>>
IDomainObject

<<元类>>
IEntity

+ORM_Operation()
+DoSave()
+DoUpdate()
+DoDelete()
+DoQuery()

<<实现类>>
EntityObject

《Implement-Class》

《Meta-Class》

《Meta-Class》

 
Figure 2. Class-Graphic Design of Domain Model(Entity e.g.) 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
DDD is perfect architecture of using achieves domain 

software, respect the business reality maximum. 
Traditional DDD standard exist some defects in defending 
the consistency of the software process and architecture 
maintainability aspects , the article analysis the essence of 
the domain software , pick up domain analysis theory of 
ensuring the consistency of the software process , 
reconstructed traditional DDD architecture mechanism , 
and gave the new DDD architecture layer guide 
system .How to build requirement , analysis , design , 
implement process automation of the domain software 
process will be the next emphasis of this article. 
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